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Cataloging Workflow 
Assessments
Using ILS Features  
o Little has been published on this topic. 
o The existing library science publications focus 
on:
• Special format (electronic vs. print)
• Cataloging rules and the workflow
• Access points & users needs
• Instruction & information literacy
• …
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o Context: Use III-Sierra Fixed Fields to serve our library 
local purposes
o Task: Analyze the existing BCode3s usage in cataloging 
records
o Purpose: Improve resources discovery by:
• Evaluating the cataloging staff workflow in assigning fixed field 
BCode3 in Sierra,
• Redefining the active BCode3s and/or to create new ones based 
on library need and its collections,
• Bringing consistency and relevancy of choosing BCode3 in 
relation to their cataloging records. 
o Methodology
• Collect:
 Create list of cataloging records for each BCode3
• Investigate:
 Review/Evaluate each list
• Analyze:
 Locate unusual trends 
• Document: 
 Finalize the outcome 
 Provide suggestions: add/redefine/delete Bcode3
• Make the changes happen!
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• Knowing the nature of each record in the lists, 
• Accuracy/relevancy of codes’ definitions and the actual 
purpose to serve. 
Cat Date
Cat Created
• When in doubt, these dates helped us tracking:
• the history of the code and its time line usage
• possible reason behind using that particular BCode3. 
Locations 
(bib & item)
• In case of inconsistencies, locations were helpful in  
tracking down the departments these records were 
originated from and to contact and get more 
information.
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Phase 4: Make the Changes Happen
Sharing
• Enhancement paper was shared 
among the departments that are 
using the BCode3s.
Communication
• Departments communicated via 
email and met once to finalize the 
action items. 
Charges
• Cataloging unit took charge in making the 
changes for a few codes this year and the 
rest as needed for the next coming years.
• Head of Circulation & Systems librarian 
helped with changes or re-define of the codes 
in templates or load  tables.
Main Changes/Charges
Charges 
o Keep FastCat <-> 
o Keep Suppression <n>
o Keep On the Fly <f> but 
be used for reserve 
collection & all temporary 
bibliographic records  
o Keep Gifts <g> for only 
Gifts-in-Kind– involves 
cleanup and maintenance
Changes with Charges
o Redefine Netlibr eBooks 
<e> as eResources 
(changes of all eBooks & 
databases records)
o Delete New Book <x>  
after examining its list 
(involves cleanup and 
communication with 
Acquisition)
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